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Abstract

Navigating continuum robots, such as STIFF-FLOP manipulator [7], to reach
a certain configuration without colliding with its surrounding environments
tends to be an ongoing research area as the inherent complexity of this
class of robots poses new challenges in this field compared to rigid-link
robots. In this chapter, we describe the reactive navigation algorithm for
guiding the tip of continuum robot toward the goal while, at the same time,
avoiding the robot body from collision with the surrounding environment. We
limit the navigation problem in this chapter to the case where the information
of the environment is unknown before movement execution and the robot
can rely only on the most updated sensory information. Two navigation
algorithms, both inspired by the physical phenomena of electromagnetism,
are implemented in the kinematic model of multisegment continuum manip-
ulator. The pose estimation strategy needed to estimate the position of the
manipulator body is also presented.

11.1 Introduction

Inspiration from certain species in nature such as the octopus [1] has sparked
a new trend in robotics which aims at enhancing robotic maneuverability and
dexterity compared to the conventional rigid-link robots, giving birth to the
new breed of continuum robots. Many continuum robotic systems have been
developed during the recent years [2–4] using a variety of designs both for the
structure and for the actuation methods, such as tendon driven systems [5],
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pneumatically actuated robots [6], or stiffness-controllable manipulators [4].
A recent example of this new type of robot has been presented in [7], where
the STIFF-FLOP manipulator, built upon soft material, is designed to be used
for a surgical purpose. Although developments in this field show potential
improvement in the features which aim to resemble biology, yet the structural
flexibility of this new class of robots poses new challenges in areas such as
modeling, control, pose estimation, and navigation.

The subject of robot navigation continues to be the focus of many research
works. Yet, with regard to continuum manipulators, research in this area
is still in its early stages and therefore not fully conclusive. A common
drawback witnessed in a majority of works based on optimization-based
planning [1, 3, 4, 6, 8] and sampling-based planning [9–13] is the lack of
capability in dealing with unknown obstacles. In [14], an inverse kinematic
method is described for a steerable needle. However, due to the assumption of
a static and well-defined environment, this method falls short of dealing with
unknown obstacles. Some other studies which aim to tackle dynamic and
unknown environments, although provide interesting solutions, are yet con-
strained to specific geometries and/or applications. For instance, an adaptive
motion planning algorithm is discussed in [12] for the OctArm manipulator,
but is limited to a planar scenario. The inverse-Jacobian method proposed in
[15] specifically addresses guidance inside a tubular environment. In [16], the
null space of a redundant continuum manipulator is exploited for navigating
the robot. However, the method is not computationally cost efficient due to
successive matrix multiplications.

One of the prominent trends in robot navigation is taking inspiration
from natural physical phenomena such as the electric potential field [17].
Being relatively simple and straightforward, this method has been exten-
sively applied for mobile robots, rigid manipulators, and even continuum
manipulators [18, 19]. The global convergence is not guaranteed in this
algorithm. However, since this method does not rely on the global map of
the environment, it can be used in unknown and dynamic environments, and
hence applied in a reactive manner.

Other physics-inspired works applied the properties of an artificially
induced magnetic field for navigating rigid-link manipulators, such as
[20, 21]. Although this method claims to resolve the problem of entrapment
in local minima observed in the electric potential field case, this method still
requires the geometry and location of obstacles to be known beforehand thus
being impractical for unknown and/or dynamic obstacles. The effort to make
the magnetic-field-inspired approach more reactive is set forward in [22]
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by defining the concept of circular fields which can be applied to partially
unknown environments. This method, however, requires a prior knowledge
of the location of the center of the obstacles, which would not be possible to
implement in real-world scenarios with unknown obstacles.

In this article, we present our recent works on continuum manipulator
navigation which is inspired by the physical phenomena of electromagnetism.
The use of electric field to keep manipulator body from collision is based on
our works in [18]. Another method presented here is the use of magnetic
field to avoid the collision, in which the backbone of the manipulator is
considered as the means for current flow, resembling an electrical wire which
induces a field on nearby objects. It assumes an artificial current flowing
continuously along the segment of the continuum manipulator which induces
“shadow” current on the surface of the nearby obstacle in such a way that
the system behavior will resemble the physical behavior of the two current-
carrying wires. Combined with attractive potential function at the tip and the
pose estimation strategy to estimate the pose of any point along the body
of the manipulator as presented in [19, 23], both methods will guide the
manipulator’s tip at a desired target location while at the same time prevent
the manipulator body from colliding with unknown environment in a reactive
manner.

11.2 Modeling and Pose Estimation

11.2.1 Kinematic Model

The constant curvature kinematic model is used in this research. The under-
lying assumption is that each manipulator’s segment can be mathematically
described by the equation of circular arc with a constant radius of curvature.
Therefore, every segment can be fully characterized by configuration space
variables ki =

[
κi φi si

]T , denoting the curvature (κi), rotational deflection
angle (φi), and arc length (si) of segment-i, respectively, as illustrated in
Figure 11.1a. The tip of segment-i with respect to the base, i

i−1T(ki)∈ SE(3),
will depend solely on variable ki as explained at length in [11]. In this chapter,
we assume that the manipulator’s base is fixed. Hence, the pose of the end
effector with respect to the world frame attached to the base of the first
segment for manipulator with N segments is described as

N
0 T(k) =

N

∏
i=1

i
i−1T(ki), (11.1)

where k =
[
k1 k2 ... kN

]T .
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(a) (b)
Figure 11.1 (a) The frame definition attached to each individual segment. (b) Illustration of
a three -segment continuum manipulator with a movable base.

These configuration space variables k are normally different from the
real controllable parameters of the actuator and generally very robot-specific
due to the wide range of choices in design and actuating mechanism. For
a tendon-driven robot like the one used in [18], the actuator space vari-
ables are the tendon length and can be written as qi =

[
li1 li2 li3

]T in
which li j denotes the length deviation of tendon- j in segment-i from normal
length L. For N-segment manipulator, the whole actuator space is expressed
as q =

[
q1 q2 ... qN

]T . The mapping between configuration space vari-
ables of segment-i, ki, and tendon length in segment-i, qi, depends on the
manipulator’s cross-section radius d as has been derived in [11].

To help expressing the pose of any point along the body of the manipula-
tor, the scalar coefficient vector is employed as illustrated in Figure 11.1b. To
specify a point in segment-i, a continuous scalar ξi ∈ [0,1] is used which cov-
ers all the point from the base (ξi = 0) to the tip (ξi = 1) of the segment. The
set of scalars from all segments constitutes a vector, ξ =

[
ξ1 ξ2 ... ξN

]T
defined as ξ = {ξr = 1 : ∀r < i,ξi,ξr = 0 : ∀r > i} [16].

Using the above formulation, the forward kinematic is written as

N
0 T(q,ξ ) =

[
R(q,ξ ) p(q,ξ )

01×3 1

]
(11.2)

where R(q,ξ ) ∈ SO(3) and p(q,ξ ) ∈ R3, respectively, express the ori-
entation and position of any point along the body of the manipulator.
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A Jacobian matrix, J(q,ξ )∈R3×(3N)= ∂p(q,ξ )
∂q , transforms the velocity vector

as follows
ṗ(q,ξ ) = J(q,ξ )q̇⇔ q̇ = J(q,ξ )−1ṗ(q,ξ ). (11.3)

Another way of describing the kinematic model of continuum manipulator is
by using the state space representation described by the following equations

xk+1 = f (xk,uk), (11.4)

yk = g(xk), (11.5)

where xk ∈ X , uk ∈ U , and yk ∈ Y , respectively, denote the state variable,
input, and output value at iteration-k, X , U , and Y , respectively, denote the
state space, input space, and output space, while f : X×U→X and g : X→Y ,
respectively, map the current state and input value to the next state and the
current state to the output value. Here we define the term active segments to
denote n ≤ N number of segments which will be analyzed using state space
representation.

To transform the kinematic model into a state space equation, the tendon’s
actuator space q∈R3n is chosen as state variables x while the tendon length’s
rate of change q̇ ∈ R3n, proportional to the rotational speed of the motor to
which the tendon is connected, is the input u. The state and input variables
are expressed as

x = q =
[
q1 q2 ... qn

]T
, (11.6)

u = q̇ =
[
q̇1 q̇2 ... q̇n

]T
, (11.7)

in which qi =
[
li1 li2 li3

]T . Therefore, using this definition, the state
equation in Equation (11.4) describing the kinematic model of continuum
manipulator is written as

xk+1 = f (xk,uk) = xk +∆tuk, (11.8)

where the time sampling is denoted by ∆t.
The output variable y ∈ R3n in Equation (11.5) is represented by the

tip position of each active segment retrieved from a 3-DOF position sensor
embedded in the tip of each segment.

yk = g(xk) =
[
p(xk,ξ = χ1) ... p(xk,ξ = χn)

]T
, (11.9)

in which χi =
[
ξ1 = 1 ... ξi = 1 ξi+1 = 0 ... ξn = 0

]T while p(xk,ξ )
is taken from Equation (11.2).
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11.2.2 Pose Estimation

In order to avoid the manipulator body from collision, the pose of any point
along the body of the robot needs to be known at every iteration. This
is not directly possible without the sensing capability of each segment’s
tendon length. The state space representation of the continuum robot model
described in the previous subsection is beneficial to estimate the pose of any
point along the body of the manipulator with only position sensor available
embedded in the tip of each segment.

The well-known extended Kalman filter (EKF) is modified to estimate
the tendon’s length of each segment using the kinematic model and the
measured position data of the tip of each segment. The state space equations
expressed in Equations (11.8) and (11.9) enable us to estimate the next
tendon length value x̂k+1|k+1 based on the current estimate x̂k|k, input uk, and
sensor data yk using the information of the estimation covariance Pk|k, process
noise variance Qk, measurement noise variance Rk, and linearized model of
state Equations (11.8) and (11.9) characterized by matrix Ak =

∂ f (xk,uk)
∂xk

and

Ck =
∂g(xk)

∂xk
.

As explained in more detail in our previous work [23], implementing the
standard EKF could make the state estimate arrives at physically impossible
state values, for instance, a negative tendon length, caused by the multiple
mathematically possible states for a certain segment tip position. Therefore, a
multistage implementation of EKF, as illustrated in Figure 11.2, is employed.
The underlying principle of this approach is by taking a segment into the
estimation process only when the tip pose estimation error of the previous
segment is smaller than a threshold δ . The full description of the algorithm

Figure 11.2 Illustration of the multistage extended Kalman filter for the case of three-
segment continuum manipulator.
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is shown in Algorithm 1 and described at length in [23]. The state estimate
which represents the estimated tendon length x̂ produced by EKF can then
be used in Equation (11.2) to determine the estimated pose of every point
along the manipulator body needed by the navigation algorithm which will
be explained in the next section.

11.3 Reactive Navigation

In this section, we present the reactive navigation algorithm inspired by the
phenomena of electromagnetism. The underlying principle of this approach
is that the manipulator moves in space filled with an artificial vector field
F(q) designed to make the manipulator behave in an intended way to avoid
collision with surrounding obstacle. Besides that, the end effector of the
manipulator will also be influenced by an artificial attractive vector field
toward the intended goal position.

Algorithm 1 Multistage pose estimation.
1: n← 1, k← 0
2: loop
3: qn← InitState()
4: x̂k|k← Add(qn)
5: (Pk|k, Q, R)← Initialize(n)
6: loop
7: uk← GetInputSignal(n)
8: yk← GetSensorData(n)
9: Ak← ∂ f (xk,uk)

∂xk

10: Ck← ∂g(xk)
∂xk

11: (x̂k+1|k+1, Pk+1|k+1)← EKF(x̂k|k, Pk|k, uk, yk, Ak, Ck)
12: ŷk|k ← Equation (11.9)
13: e← DetermineError(ŷk|k, yk)
14: k← k+1
15: if norm(e) < δ and n < N then
16: break
17: end if
18: end loop
19: n← n+1
20: end loop
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A quadratic potential analogous with the spring-mass system is used to
guide the end effector to a desired configuration qd as follows

Ud(q) =
1
2

k(q−qd)
T (q−qd), (11.10)

where k stands for a positive constant. The use of the kinematic model of
continuum manipulator leads to the modification of a generalized vector field
F into the task-space velocity of the manipulator ṗ as follows

ṗpd =−∇Ud(p) =−k(p−pd). (11.11)

This task-space velocity ṗ can then be mapped into actuator-space velocity
q̇ via Equation (11.3). The vector field used to ensure the manipulator body
safe from collision will be explained in more detail.

11.3.1 Electric-field-based Navigation

In the first part of this section, we present the modified version of the classical
electric-field-based navigation based on our previous works in [18] to do
obstacle avoidance. Each obstacle will produce a repulsive vector field as
follows

ṗO =

{
η( 1

ρ
− 1

ρ0
) 1

ρ2
∂ρ

∂p if ρ < ρ0

0 if ρ ≥ ρ0
. (11.12)

ρ =
√
(p−pO)T (p−pO) represents the closest distance between the point

on manipulator’s body and the obstacle surface, while η and ρ0 stand for
positive constant and the limit distance of influence, respectively.

Several points along the manipulator body, called “point subjected to
potentials” (PSP), are chosen to be a working point of the proposed vector
field to ensure that the body of the manipulator is safe from collision. The
pose of a PSP in segment-i is given by p(q,ξ = λi), where

λi =
[
ξ1 = 1 ... ξi ∈ [0,1] ξi+1 = 0 ... ξN = 0

]T
. (11.13)

It is noted that only the closest pair of obstacle-PSP will contribute to the
motion at a time. Only manipulator’s end effector will be influenced by the
combined attractive and repulsive vector fields while the rest of the body is
influenced only by the obstacle repulsion. The task-space velocities of the
end effector and the closest PSP to the obstacle are then transformed to the
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actuator space, manifested as an input signal for the kinematic model and the
pose estimation, uk.

uk = q̇ = J+e ṗpd +J+a ṗO . (11.14)

Here the terms Je and Ja, respectively, represent the end-effector’s Jacobian
and the PSP Jacobian, ṗO is a repulsive vector field generated by the closest
obstacle to the PSP, while the (+) operation is defined as J+ = JT (JJT )−1 [4].

11.3.2 Magnetic-field-based Navigation

One of the fundamental formulas on the magnetic field generation is the Biot-
Savart equation describing the magnetic field generated by a current-carrying
wire. An electrical current io flowing on the wire of infinitesimal length dlo
as illustrated in Figure 11.3.2 will generate an infinitesimal magnetic field dB
given by the following equation [25]

dB =
µ0

4π

iodlo× r
|r|3

. (11.15)

Here, r, µ0, and ×, respectively, stand for the position of a point with
respect to the wire, the permeability constant, and the vector cross-product
operation. This magnetic field will produce a force dF on any other current-
carrying wire with an infinitesimal length dla and current ia, as depicted in
Figure 11.3.2, as described by the following equation

dF = iadla×B. (11.16)

Figure 11.3 (a) An illustration of current-carrying wire with electrical current flows in
the direction of dlo inducing magnetic field dB which points inside toward the paper. (b)
Two current-carrying wires with currents flow opposite to each other, la and lo, will produce
repulsion force F on both wires.
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From the previous equations, we can then derive the force interaction
between two current-carrying wires. After some simplification and dropping
all the infinitesimal notation, we can write down the interaction force as
follows

F =
µ0iaio

4π

la× (lo× r)
|r|3

. (11.17)

Inspired by this physical phenomena, we can see continuum manipulator as
a current-carrying wire with current direction la which will induce artificial
current vector lo on the obstacle surface located at position ro with respect to
the manipulator. This induced current on the obstacle will produce magnetic
field B which will produce force on the robot current in such a way that the
force F will avoid the robot body from colliding with the obstacle. Using the
fact that ro =−r by definition, Equation (11.17) can be expressed as follows

F(ro) = c la× (ro× lo) f (|ro|). (11.18)

Here, c > 0 and f (|ro|) ≥ 0 denote a scalar constant and positive scalar
function, respectively. To simplify the cross-product operation, we introduce
a skew-symmetric matrix l̂ as a substitution to the vector cross-product
operation l× of vector l =

[
lx ly lz

]T defined as

l̂ =

 0 −lz ly
lz 0 −lx
−ly lx 0

 . (11.19)

The magnetic-field-based navigation extends the formulation presented in
Equation (11.18). An artificial current ia is assumed to flow continuously
along the body of the continuum manipulators from the base to the tip. At
every point on the robot’s body, the current direction, specified by la, is always
tangential to the robot’s curvature as illustrated in Figure 11.4. Once the parts
of the robot body are close enough to the obstacle, the closest obstacle point
to the robot will induce a shadow current io with the current direction lo.
We designed this current direction lo in such a way that the interaction force
results in a repulsive behavior. For that purpose, we take inspiration from
the repulsion phenomena observed in the case of two parallel wires carrying
current in the opposite direction as shown in Figure 11.3.2. Hence, the current
direction on the obstacle is defined as

lo =−la. (11.20)

The characteristic of the produced force will be described further in the
following lemmas.
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Figure 11.4 The definition of the current direction la, drew as orange arrows, on the
manipulator’s body.

Lemma 1. For every obstacle point with current direction lo as defined in
Equation (11.20) and located at position ro with respect to the robot, vector
lo, la, and ro are coplanar.

Proof. Three vectors are coplanar if and only if they are not linearly indepen-
dent, i.e., we can write down one vector as a linear combination of two other
vectors. We can write down

lo = a la +b ro, (11.21)

where a and b are scalar. If we choose a =−1 and b = 0, the above equation
will simply become Equation (11.20), thus proofing the lemma.

Lemma 2. For every obstacle point with current direction lo as defined in
Equation (11.20) and located at position ro with respect to the robot, the
produced force defined in Equation (11.18) will always be repulsive except
when lo, la, and ro lie on the same line.

Proof. Lemma 1 concludes that lo, la, and ro are coplanar; hence, each vector
can be described using a pair of unit vectors of this plane: la =

[
lax lay

]T ,
ro =

[
rox roy

]T . Assuming c f (|ro|) = 1, the produced force on the robot F
can be derived from Equations (11.18) to (11.20) as

F =

[
−l2

ayrox + laxlayroy

−l2
axroy + laxlayrox

]
. (11.22)

A dot-product between the force F and position vector of obstacle ro can be
simplified as follows

FT ro = 2laxlayroxroy− l2
ayr2

ox− l2
axr2

oy =−(layrox− laxroy)
2. (11.23)
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la

ro

Figure 11.5 Configuration where the standard continuous current algorithm fails, i.e., when
the current la and vector ro toward polygonal obstacle illustrated as a black object lie on the
same line.

From Equation (11.23), it can be concluded that FT ro ≤ 0. This implies that
in the case of FT ro < 0, the force F will always have component in the
opposite direction of ro, thus, producing a repulsive behavior (away from
the obstacle). The exception occurs when FT ro =−layrox + laxroy = 0, which
is the implication of l̂aro = 0. It means that ro is in the same or opposite
direction of la, which will occur only when la (and consequently lo) lies on
the same line as ro.

Lemma 3. The produced force F in Equation (11.18) has no component
along the line tangential to the continuum manipulator’s curvature.

Proof. Suppose we define B as follows

B = c(ro× lo) f (|ro|), (11.24)

the dot product between la and F can be written as

lTa F = lTa l̂aB. (11.25)

From the definition of the skew-symmetric matrix in Equation (11.19), it can
be shown that lTa l̂ = 0T and thus it produces a zero product between la and F,
meaning that the two vectors are perpendicular. By choosing la to flow along
the curvature of the continuum manipulator, it can be concluded that the force
F will have no component in this direction.

This proposed algorithm is advantageous for the continuum manipulator
due to the fact that it has no force component in the direction tangential to the
manipulators curvature, as has been proven in Lemma 3. Hence, it is suitable
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for manipulators with more dominant bending than extension ability, like the
case for most of the current designs [10]. Compared to the works proposed in
[18], where several points along the backbone of the manipulator are used as
subject to the repulsive field, this method is superior since it will have little
contribution to the manipulator’s extension, and thus, help avoiding length
constraint in such a manipulator.

However, this method as it also has a drawback. As mentioned in
Lemma 2, it has zero force for the case when the robot current la and the
obstacle relative position vector ro lie on the same line. This will happen
when an obstacle is located at exactly above the distal tip, as illustrated in
Figure 11.5. Although this practically never happens in reality, in order to
make sure that it is solved, we can add a special condition when l̂aro = 0. In
this case, the current direction lo can be chosen as any 90◦ rotation of robot
current direction la.

Finally, the scalar function f (|ro|) can be chosen to have the following
form

f (|ro|) =


(

1
|ro|
− 1

rb

)
1
|ro|2

if |ro|< rb

0 if |ro| ≥ rb

, (11.26)

where rb specifies a limit distance of the potential influence. Hence, the
proposed method has been fully described.

11.3.3 The Complete Algorithm

The pose estimation stage is combined to the navigation stage as illustrated in
Figure 11.6. Here, the pose estimation stage provides information on the end-
effector pose estimate p(xk,ξ = χN) along with the pose estimate of closest
point on the robot body to the obstacle p(xk,ξ = λi) at every iteration for the
navigation purpose. This is done by applying the forward kinematics equation
to the state estimate from the EKF as follows

p̂k(ξ ) = p(x̂k|k,ξ ). (11.27)

The produced control signal uk from the navigation stage is then used as an
input to the estimation stage to estimate the state value for the next iteration.
Lastly, as explained in more detail in our previous work [23], due to the
early error of the estimation stage, the navigation stage will be activated only
when a certain condition relating to the tip position estimation errors for all
segments is fulfilled. In short, we have combined the pose estimation and
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Figure 11.6 The way the pose estimator is combined with the obstacle avoidance algorithm.

navigation algorithm to ensure collision-free movement of the manipulator’s
body.

11.4 Results and Discussion

Some simulation results to confirm the performance of the algorithm are
presented in this section. All presented simulations use the Robot Operating
System (ROS) framework. The model of a three-segment continuum manip-
ulator was used to test the algorithm. Five points per segment, distributed
uniformly along the backbone of each segment, are chosen to be the working
point of the navigation field. A spherical obstacle with varying dimension
and behavior is placed in the vicinity of the manipulator to test the proposed
method. For the pose estimation stage, the measurement data of the tip pose yk
of each segment are generated via ideal kinematic model added with Gaussian
noise to replace a 3-DOF position tracker assumed to be embedded in the tip
of each segment. A more detail description on the value of parameters used in
the pose estimation and electric-field-based navigation can be referred back
to our work in [23] and [18].

The first part of simulation shows the performance of the pose estimation
stage in the absence of obstacle. In this case, a circular trajectory is used as a
reference path for the end effector. We can see from Figures 11.7a and 11.7b
how the multistage EKF is able to cope with the varying input signal and
sensory data and successfully track the real state value.

In the second part of simulation, a moving spherical obstacle with varying
size is assumed to move in the proximity of the manipulator body. For all
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11.7 The performance of the pose estimation when the manipulator’s end effector is
given a circular trajectory shows (a) the true state (red line) and the estimated state (blue line)
comparison and (b) the true pose with Gaussian noise (red line) and the estimated pose (blue
line) comparison, respectively.

figures, the order of the subfigures is from the upper left picture to the upper
right picture and then the lower left picture to the lower right picture.

We first implemented the electric-field-based navigation. Here, we
assume two cases: the one in which the obstacle is close to the bottom seg-
ment drawn in red as shown in Figure 11.8 and the one in which the obstacle
is close to the middle segment drawn in green as shown in Figure 11.9.
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Figure 11.8 The movement of a three-segment continuum manipulator avoiding moving
obstacle drawn in black in the proximity of the bottom segment drawn in red. The order of
subfigures is from the upper left picture to the upper right picture and then the lower left
picture to the lower right picture.

Figure 11.9 The movement of a three-segment continuum manipulator avoiding moving
obstacle drawn in black in the proximity of the middle segment drawn in green. The order
of subfigures is from the upper left picture to the upper right picture, and then the lower left
picture to the lower right picture.
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Figure 11.10 Simulation of the magnetic-field-based navigation working to avoid moving
obstacle drew in black sphere. The order of movement is from the upper left to the upper right
and then the lower left to the lower right.

The results demonstrate how the combined pose estimation and electric-
field-based navigation is able to make the body of the manipulator safe from
colliding with unknown and even dynamic spherical obstacle.

We then implement the magnetic-field-based navigation to the robot
model. In the first scenario, shown in Figure 11.10, the desired end-effector
position is fixed while the obstacle, with 5 cm radius, is able to move in the
vicinity of the manipulator’s body. While, in the second scenario, shown in
Figure 11.11, the obstacle, with 3 cm radius, is made to be fixed while the
end effector starts from a position located at some distance from the target
point. After the end effector reaches the target, the target’s position is moved
immediately so that the manipulator starts to move to the new target position.

In Figure 11.10, we can see that the spherical obstacle drew in black
moves toward the manipulator’s body. The force produced by the magnetic
interaction of current flowing along the backbone of the manipulator and
shadow current flowing on the surface of the obstacle produces a repulsive
behavior which makes the manipulator body moves away from the approach-
ing obstacle. We can see that the closest point on the manipulator to the
obstacle tends to move in the direction opposite of the vector connecting
the robot and the obstacle, as has been proven in Lemma 2. The figure
also shows how the manipulator behaves in such a way that the bending
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Figure 11.11 Simulation of the magnetic-field-based navigation working to avoid static
obstacle (black sphere) while moving toward the goal (red dot). The order of movement is
from the upper left to the upper right and then the lower left to the lower right.

movement is more dominant than the extension, as can be observed that the
segments’ lengths do not change a lot during the whole movement. This has
also been proven in Lemma 3 and becomes a major advantage of this method
to be implemented for the continuum manipulator compared to the standard
potential field. Figure 11.11 shows how the manipulator can avoid the static
obstacle on the way toward the target (shown in the upper figures). This is also
the case when the target is moved back to the end-effector’s initial position
(shown in the lower figures).

11.4.1 Discussion

From the simulation results, it can be seen that in general both the electric-
field-based navigation and the magnetic-field-based navigation work success-
fully in avoiding the obstacle. The implementation of the multistage EKF as
a pose estimator is useful to estimate the pose of any point along the manipu-
lator’s body such that collision with surrounding the obstacle can be avoided.
The reactive nature of the navigation algorithm also enables the manipulator
to avoid collision with dynamically moving and unknown obstacle without
prior information of the surrounding environment. The magnetic-field-based
navigation is also superior due to the fact that it is designed to comply with
the continuum manipulator’s limitation especially on its extension capability.
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However, the repulsive nature of the algorithm makes it still susceptible to
local minima when the manipulator moves in a complex environment. This
problem is left to be investigated further in future works.

11.5 Conclusion

In this article, we present our recent works on reactive navigation for the case
of the continuum manipulator. The navigation problem we are trying to deal
with in this chapter is that in which the information of the environment is
unknown prior to the robot movement, which makes the robot have to rely
on local sensory information and response in a reactive manner. The two
presented algorithms, one inspired by the electric field phenomena while
the other inspired by the magnetic field, are shown to successfully avoid
the continuum manipulator body from colliding with the environment. The
magnetic-field-based navigation is shown to be more suitable for navigating
the class of the continuum manipulator robot due to the fact that it mainly
works to bend, rather than extend, the segment of manipulator. In the future,
the practical implementation of the algorithm will be explored along with the
effort to overcome the current limitations. Implementation of the method on
other continuum manipulators such as a snake-like robot, or a more complex
dynamic model of the continuum manipulator will also be investigated.
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